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12 Abstract

13 Fluid inclusions are found within mineral crystals or along grain boundaries in many sedimentary

14 rocks, notably in evaporite formations, and can migrate along a thermal or hydro-mechanical

15 gradient. Shale and salt rocks have been considered potential host rocks for radioactive waste

16 disposal, due to their low permeability. Previously stagnant inclusions may become mobilised by a

17 perturbation of the in situ state by a geotechnical installation or the emplacement of heat-generating

18 waste. The migration of fluid inclusions can thus have important impacts on the long-term

19 performance of a geologic repository for high-level radioactive waste disposal. As a part of the

20 international research project DECOVALEX-2019, two aspects of fluid inclusion migration in rock salt

21 are currently investigated under different boundary conditions: a) altered hydro-mechanical

22 conditions as a consequence of tunnel excavation or borehole drilling and b) coupled thermo-hydro-

23 mechanical-chemical conditions during the heating period of the post-closure phase of a repository.

24 To obtain a mechanistic understanding of underlying physical processes for fluid inclusion migration,

25 a multi-scale modelling strategy has been developed. Hydraulic and time-dependent mechanical

26 conditions due to the creep behaviour of rock salt for a microscale modelling are constrained by

27 considering the macroscale stress evolution of an underground excavation. An analysis using a

28 coupled two-phase flow and elasto-plastic model with a consideration of permeability variation

29 indicates that a pathway dilation along the halite grain boundary may increase the permeability by

30 two orders of magnitude. The calculated high flow velocity may explain the fast pressure build-up

31 observed in the field. In addition, a mathematical model for the migration and morphological

32 evolution of a single fluid inclusion under a thermal gradient has been formulated. A first-order

33 analysis of the model leads to a simple mathematical expression that is able to explain the key

34 observations of thermally driven inclusion migration in salt. Finally, numerical methods such as a

35 phase field method for solving a moving boundary problem of fluid inclusion migration have also

36 been explored.

37 Keywords: rock salt, fluid inclusion, coupled HM and THM processes, multi-scale modelling concepts,

38 DECOVALEX

39 1 Introduction

40 Fluid inclusions containing a single phase (e.g., brine or methane) or multi-phases (e.g.,

41 hydrocarbons) can be found within mineral crystals (intra-crystalline) or along grain boundaries
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42 (inter-crystalline) in bedded and domed salt rocks (Anthony and Cline, 1971; Anthony and Cline,

43 1972; Roedder, 1984; Willer and Zschatsch, 1985; Willer, 1985; Hammer et al., 2013; Ghanbazadeh

44 et al., 2015). They are formed under various pressure and temperature conditions during the

45 formation's genesis. The size of the fluid inclusions ranges from several micrometres to millimetres,

46 thus warranting a microscale study in understanding large-scale fluid flow and transport. These fluid

47 inclusions are usually dispersed in a very low concentration. However, a significant quantity of local

48 gas or liquid accumulations, up to hundreds of cubic meters, has been encountered in mines and can

49 potentially lead to a catastrophic event (Minkley et al., 2018).

50 Such inclusions have been quantitatively studied in an exploration facility located in salt formation in

51 Germany (Hammer et al., 2013; Thiemeyer et al., 2015; Paul et al., 2015). Since they are enclosed in

52 mechanical equilibrium by the surrounding host rock, the initial fluid inclusions in an undisturbed

53 rock are subjected to a lithostatic pressure, which is much higher than a corresponding hydrostatic

54 pressure in the deep subsurface. Because of the low rock permeability and in many cases the

55 absence of a connected pore space, the migration of such fluids under isotropic stress (confining

56 pressure) conditions is almost impossible even under a high hydraulic gradient. The permeability of

57 an undisturbed tight rock such as rock salt is much lower than 10-21 m2 and often close to or below

58 detection limits (Brauer et al., 2011). Only diffusion processes may occur in those environments.

59 Fluid release from grain boundaries will take place if the stress state changes sufficiently. In a

60 construction and the operating phase of a geologic repository, stresses around the opening will be

61 redistributed due to a drilling or an excavation, resulting in a deviatoric stress state altering the

62 previously isotropic lithostatic state as present in salt formations. Consequently, the fluid pressure

63 may exceed the minimum principal stress, leading to a possible formation of intragranular micro-

64 cracks and an increase pore connectivity along intercrystalline grain boundaries, both of which can

65 significantly increase the rock permeability. These phenomena are called dilatancy-controlled fluid

66 migration (Xu et al., 2013).

67 With regard to the long-term performance of a potential geologic repository, undetected fluid

68 inclusions may migrate in the presence of a thermal gradient. Experimental evidence (Roedder, 1970;

69 Roedder, 1984) indicated that the inclusions in salt samples from the WIPP site might separate into a

70 large liquid-rich part with trailing fins that moves toward a heating source and a small dumbbell-

71 shaped gas-rich part that moves away from the heating sources. Similar observations were made by

72 Anthony and Cline (1972) and Willer (1985). Based on a two-phase transport consideration and

73 interface kinetics, a microscale model for bi-phasic inclusion migration was developed by Anthony

74 and Cline (1972). Using this model, they reported that vapour-liquid droplets could migrate up to 6 m

75 into the salt formation around a heat source within 2 years. On the other hand, the effects of fluid

76 inclusions on creep have been reported (Thiemeyer et al., 2015). Mechanical creep behaviour

77 changes in the presence of fluid inclusions (Urai et al. 2007; Knauth et al., 2018). Information on the

78 effect of stress gradients can be found in Jenks (1979). Schlich (1986) investigated the mobilised

79 aqueous and gaseous components in the fluid inclusions in the temperature field and the relevant

80 transport mechanism. A simple numerical evaporation front model was used to simulate the

81 movement of the two kinds of inclusions without coupling of mechanical processes.

82 It is important to characterize and quantify the distribution, amount and composition of fluid

83 inclusions. Fluid composition offers useful information for regarding dissolution and precipitation

84 processes. The migration rates under a range of thermal gradients yet need to be quantified as well

85 as the evolution of the fluid inclusion pattern in terms of size and composition. The work presented

86 below is aimed at enabling a quantification of mass transport into openings, which can constitute a

87 water source for gas-forming corrosion processes, and away from openings, which can act as a
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88 radionuclide transport pathway. For the long-term performance assessment of a repository of

89 radioactive high-level waste, the time scales of that transport need to be quantified.

90 Within the framework of the international collaborative project DECOVALEX (DEvelopment of

91 COupled models and their VALidation against EXperiments), benchmark tests and exercises are

92 designed for continuously improving simulation tools for various geotechnical applications, e.g.

93 developing robust, predictive thermal-hydrologic-mechanical-chemical (THMC) modelling tools for a

94 long-term performance assessment of deep geological repositories (Birkholzer et al., 2018). In the

95 current phase DECOVALEX-2019, a task named FINITO (Fluid Inclusion and Movement in Tight Rock),

96 focusing on fluid inclusions in rock salt, is jointly studied. The objective of this task is to obtain a

97 better understanding of underlying physical processes of fluid inclusion migration and to develop

98 appropriate numerical tools to explain laboratory and field observations.

99 In the present work, a multiscale modelling strategy is adopted. For both macroscale and microscale

100 models, coupled hydraulic-mechanical (HM) processes for the construction phase of a geological

101 repository and coupled thermal-hydraulic-mechanical (THM) processes for the post-closure phase

102 are studied. The local stress field under hydraulic conditions around an opening after the excavation

103 and during the heating phase is simulated using a macroscale model. Then, specific configurations

104 will be analysed for the microscale modelling. At the microscale, the solid and fluid phases occupy

105 different parts of the porous medium domain and interact at their common interface. The

106 microscopic fields, which describe the properties of constituents, may be considered as continua

107 within a single phase, while exhibiting discontinuities at the interfaces between phases. Often at such

108 scales, fluid flow is described by the Stokes equations (Catalano et al., 2011). Due to very small

109 Reynolds numbers in the flow through tight rocks, the Stokes equation can be simplified to a Darcy's

110 law-based formulation.

111 Recently, pore-scale and microscale modelling of coupled processes in porous media has attracted

112 significant attention (Blunt, 2001; Ferrari, 2014). Different methods, such as finite element methods

113 (Glowinski et al., 2001) or Lattice-Boltzmann (Han et al., 2007) methods, have been introduced to

114 analyse the coupled hydromechanical behaviour at the microstructure. However, these methods

115 have their own limitations. Pinyol et al. (2012) follow the concept of incorporating the

116 microstructural features in a constitutive model. The microstructure is quantified by the ratio of the

117 microstructural void ratio (intra-aggregate space) and the total void ratio (Catalano et al., 2011).

118 Microstructural void ratio can be determined if an intrusion-extrusion curve of MIP (Mercury

119 Intrusion Porosimetry) are available. Pore network models are also widely used which are based on a

120 simplified representation of porous media as a network of pores and throats (Ferrari, 2014).

121 In general, a microscale model requires a detailed understanding of the physical processes occurring

122 at the pore scale and a detailed description of the morphology of the pore space (Al-Gharbi, 2004).

123 Some ambiguity is always present, but the trick is to understand whether such ambiguity is important

124 for the end-point of interest. For this, several technical methods have been developed in the fields of

125 optical mineralogy and petrography, e.g. thin sectioning laboratory, CT (Computer Tomography)

126 scanning, X-ray-based approaches, and SEM (Scanning Electron Microscopy) (Urai, et al., 1987;

127 Schenk, et al., 2004; Thiemeyer et al., 2013). With the help of these methods, materials previously

128 considered as "homogeneous" may now be observed to exhibit a pronounced micro-structural

129 inhomogeneity (Leben et al., 2003; blu et al., 2005). Different mineral compositions in

130 a "homogeneous" material possess different physical and chemical properties and their reactions can

131 now be observed in a more direct manner at the microscopic level.

132 The present paper starts with a compilation of experimental and field observations concerning fluid

133 inclusions in salt rock (section 2). Based on experimental evidence two cases are investigated in more
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134 detail: fluid movement due to a stress redistribution (section 3) and fluid migration due to thermal

135 gradients (section 4). For both cases, both micro- and macroscale approaches are suggested and

136 illustrated with simplified examples. This paper is not intended to be complete in addressing the

137 issues related to fluid inclusion migration. Rather, it is focused on presenting some preliminary

138 results and providing a perspective for future research (section 5).

139 2 Experimental and field observations of fluid inclusions and their movement

140 In an exploration facility located in rock salt in North Germany (Hammer et al., 2013; Paul et al.,

141 2015) extensive microscopic studies on the sample structure using e.g. laser microscopy, computer

142 tomography scans, electron backscatter diffraction (EBSD) have been conducted to characterize the

143 morphology of pore space (Thiemeyer et al., 2013). These information can be used to construct

144 numerical meshes for microscale simulations. The maximum porosity of a salt sample occupied by

145 fluid inclusions was estimated to be 1.26%. Pores are particularly common along grain boundaries

146 and healed microfractures. Using resin techniques, Thiemeyer et al. (2013) identified different

147 shapes of grain boundaries at the pore scale decorated with a large number of fluid inclusions

148 preserved as bubbles, stripes, branching networks, vermicular lines and fluid films (Figure 1).

149 Different shapes of inclusions are the result of capillary forces in different geometric structures.

150

151 Figure i: Halite grain boundaries decorated with fluid inclusions (Thiemeyer et al., 2013).

152 In addition, a long-term in situ investigation program (Paul et al., 2015) was conducted aiming to

153 determine the volume of fluid inclusions and to study their potential connectivity among them.

154 Twenty boreholes have been drilled and a special packer was installed in each borehole. The valve is

155 opened if the interval pressure is higher than 2 MPa for reasons of mining safety. Up to several litres

156 of influx originating from fluid inclusions have been collected from some boreholes. The packed-off

157 intervals for the collection of fluid inclusions in the borehole are designed to lie outside of a so-called

158 near-field damage zone of a larger excavation. A wide range of different amounts of fluid inclusions

159 have been measured according to the geological investigation on the drilling core. The maximal

160 measured hydrocarbon volume from an intensive borehole amounts to 16 litres of aqueous

161 condensate and 4.6 m3 gas within a period of 420 days. Based on the core sample scanning, the

162 occurrence can be classified to:

163 a. Inclusions clearly visible under common artificial light,

164 b. Inclusions slightly visible only under ultraviolet light, and

165 c. No inclusions (referential boreholes).
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167 Figure 2: Stepwise increase in pressure indicate fluid release from localized individual fluid inclusions
168 (Paul et al., 2015) (the red bars indicate the spontaneous steady state).

169

170 Figure 2 shows a typical pressure build-up in a borehole, which indicates fluid release from localized

171 individual fluid inclusions. Such kind of pressure build-up is observed in the boreholes with a

172 moderate inflow rate. Based on the information about the stepwise increase of the interval pressure,

173 the inclusions are postulated to be unconnected with each other in the initial state. A pressure

174 plateau (red bars in Figure 2) indicates a pressure equilibrium in the system before another inclusion

175 with much higher initial pressure contributes to the fluid balance leading to a higher level of

176 pressure. This process repeats until all inclusions in the influence area flow out. After a monitoring

177 time of 940 days, the flow rate remains high. The continuous inflow with a relatively high increase

178 rate can be explained by a possible generation of flow channelling between grain boundaries with

179 high permeability.

180 Other experiments have been conducted on samples from rock salt to analyse the impacts of fluid

181 inclusions on the safety of a repository. Information on the migration of liquid and liquid-gas droplets

182 under thermal gradients, including shape changes, droplet disintegration and coalescence, and rate-

183 determining factors are available from literature (Anthony et al., 1971; Anthony et al., 1972; Cline et

184 al., 1977; Müller et al., 1985). An extensive literature review of experimental and theoretical studies

185 of brine migration in salt can be found in Jenks (1979). They also derive an empirical expression for

186 the maximum migration velocity in a temperature field and estimate its effects on high-level-waste

187 (HLW) repository performance. In addition to temperature gradients the influence of stress

188 ("pressure") gradients is discussed and found to result in "a small fractional increase" of solubility.

189 A considerable contribution to this field is the work by Roedder (1984), who summarised the status

190 of the study of the types of fluids present in salt, their origin and evolution, and their significance for

191 understanding geological processes. He performed small-scale laboratory measurements of the

192 migration rates, using single crystals of salt. Blocks of salt about 1 cm cube and containing selected

193 inclusions were prepared and the positions of the inclusions measured relative to scribed fiducial

194 marks. The blocks were then heated to a specified temperature (Figure 3). Additionally, a

195 temperature gradient of 1.5 K/cm was superimposed and maintained for 3-10 days. The migration

196 rates for inclusions in different parts of a given sample were found to vary by a factor of 3. The three

197 major controlling variables seem to include inclusion size, temperature and temperature gradient.

198 However, theoretical considerations and some experimental studies (Anthony et al., 1972; Müller et
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199 al., 1985) suggest that the migration rate may also be related to the fluid composition, the presence

200 of gas, its pressure, mechanical strain, dislocation abundance and nature, crystallographic direction,

201 and radiation damage.
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203 Figure 3: Experimental observation on fluid-migration after 156-hours run at 202°C ambient and

204 1.5 K/cm gradient (Roedder, 1984).

205 Taken together, these observations motivated the two cases for the task study in the current

206 DECOVALEX-2019 project phase: Case 1: Fluid movement due to excavation (see section 3) and Case

207 2: Fluid movement due to heating (see section 4).

208 3 Model approaches to Case 1: Fluid movement due to excavation

209 Due to underground excavation of a gallery or drilling of a borehole, fluid - potentially consisting of

210 gaseous and liquid phases - begins to move towards to the opening as observed in Paul et al. (2015).

211 For simulating this case, the open-source finite element code OpenGeoSys (Kolditz et al., 2012) is

212 used. As a first conceptual model strategy, a two-phase flow model coupled with a mechanical model

213 is used to analyse different scenarios at the macroscale. The following aspects are therefore to be

214 quantified:

215 • the time-dependent stress redistribution due to mechanical creep,

216 • the development and extent of a micro-fissure zone according to the dilatancy-criterion,

217 • the shortest distance d (Figure 4) between the domain containing the fluid inclusions and the

218 drilled hole, which is the cause for the stress redistribution, and

219 • the percolation threshold for the fluid movement as a function of the capillary pressure

220 (determined by surface tension effects between three phases) and the minimal principal

221 stress.

222

223
224

d

0.8 m

10 m

10 m
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225 Figure 4: A two-dimensional domain with an opening (excavation) in the middle and a domain with

226 inclusions at a distance d away from the opening.

227 3.1 Macroscale modelling of stress field after excavation

228 The deviatoric stress field and minimal principal stress around an underground opening play an

229 important role in the migration of fluid inclusions. To determine the stress state, a two-dimensional

230 model (10x10 m) is used. A hole with a diameter of 0.8 m is drilled in the middle of the domain, to

231 introduce a disturbance to the initial stress state. The model setup for this case is shown in Figure 4.

232 We assume that there is a fluid inclusion with a limited volume in the tight rock apart from the

233 borehole with a distance d. This fluid inclusion is originally immobile, because

234 1) the system is constrained by an isotropic stress state of 25 MPa representative of a depth

235 of about 1000 m below the ground surface,

236 2) the pore pressure with/without inclusion is overall equal to the stress condition and there

237 is no hydraulic gradient, and

238 3) the permeability of the rock is very low.

239

240 For the macroscale modelling of the excavation process, a coupled thermomechanical model taking

241 account of creep behaviour is used. The steady-state creep rate is calculated by using the BGRa model

242 (Hunsche, 1993) including both elastic and steady-state deformations of the rock salt (Figure 5).

Q a n

243 t ci. = V • A • exp (
R • T
) (—

a*
)

244 Equation 1:

245 Where, a is the deviatoric stress and structural factor A = 0.18 c1-1, activation energy Q = 54 kJ•mol-1,

246 the universal gas constant R = 8.31440-3 kJ/(mol•K), stress exponent n = 5, e = 1 MPa (reference

247 value), T= Temperature in K and V=1 for rock salt with a creep class 5.
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251 It is obvious from the simulation that the deviatoric stress state initiated by excavation changes over

252 time due to creep (Figure 6), leading to a continuous convergence and an expansion of excavation

253 damaged/disturbed zone (EDdZ) in the near-field of the excavation. For a dry salt rock, the (total)

254 stress state is located within the dilatancy boundary (Figure 7). We use the well-established dilatancy

255 criterion (Equation 2) from Hunsche et al. (1993).

256

257 TD,cr = 0.899 • an, — 0.0167 • 6m
258 Equation 2
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259 where am is the mean normal stress. In case of the existence of fluid inclusions in the rock mass, a

260 coupled hydro-mechanical model based on the effective stress concept is needed. In the applied

261 effective stress concept using Biot's coefficient, an increase is fluid pressure indicates the reduction

262 of effective normal stress. The stress path would move towards the criterion lines as shown in Figure

263 7 for all three representative points (A, B, and C) near the opening. We define a dimensionless

264 characteristic length L/R = 0 (A), 0.6 (B) and 3.25 (C), where L is the distance between fluid location

265 and borehole wall, and R is the radius of the borehole. These three points indicate three different

266 zones, A = EDZ, B = EdZ and C = far-field without changed rock properties respectively. The higher the

267 Biot's coefficient, the lower the effective normal stress. In this case, the area outside the 'original'

268 EDZ, e.g. B and C may exceed the dilatancy limit after 10 years due to creep-induced stress

269 redistribution (Figure 7). Therefore, micro-cracks can be generated in this area. Damage induced

270 fractures can occur at the location of EDZ around the opening.

05

05

271
272 Figure 6: Simulated horizontal and vertical stress distributions immediately after the excavation (left

273 two) and 10 years later (right two),respectively.

274

275

276
277

278 The stress state in the observation area is the mechanical conditions for a microscale analysis of fluid

279 inclusion migration. We selected a couple of variations with large deviatoric stresses and low

280 minimum principal stress (Table 1) as unfavourable stress conditions. The different variations were

281 taken from different locations and times around the opening, e.g. the variation-6 is the stress state at

282 the point C shortly after the excavation.

283

Table 1: Unfavourable stress conditions considered for the microscale model
Variation - 1 Variation - 2 Variation - 3 Variation - 4 Variation - 5 Variation - 6

radius/time L/R=0 (0.1 day) L/R=0.6 (0.1 day) L/R=0.6 (100 days) L/R=3.25 (100 days) L/R=3.25 (3000 days) L/R=3.25 (0.1 day)

dev. stress 39.6 20 13 8.5 5.8 2.8

min. stress 0.1 15.0 8.0 19.5 13.7 23.2

max. stress 39.7 35.0 21.0 28.0 19.5 26.0

40
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285 Figure 7: Stress path in the different location around an opening and the dilatancy criterion.
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286 3.2 Microscale modelling of fluid movement based on a coupled two-phase flow and

287 elastoplastic model

288 The rock salt samples show a diverse inventory of fluid inclusions preserved as bubbles, stripes,

289 branching networks, vermicular lines and fluid films. Exemplarily, we take a CT-image of a grain

290 boundary structure from Thiemeyer et al. (2013). In this image (Figure 8, middle) the structure of

291 halite grain boundaries is recognisable as a network. Small volumes (black arrows) located at triple

292 junctions of halite grain boundaries indicating the large pore space with previous fluid inclusions

293 before sample preparation. After injection of resin, their size is somehow overrepresented.

294 Assume that such a structure with fluid inclusions is originally located in the near of an opening

295 under isotropic stress conditions, e.g. at the point A, B or C. After the excavation, both hydraulic and

296 mechanical conditions are changed. Due to the redistribution of stress around the opening, the stress

297 state is now changed to a deviatoric stress condition as shown in Figure 8 for variation-2 (Table 1).

298 Different models have been applied to understand the movement of such inclusions. A possible

299 mechanism is the pathway dilatancy-controlled flow migration, which can be modelled using a

300 coupled two-phase flow and elastoplatic model by taking into account the altered hydraulic

301 properties of the network.

302 3.2.1 Finite element model for a microscale grain boundary structure

303 Based on the information extracted from a colour raster from a CT image, a two-dimensional high-

304 resolution finite element mesh is generated with a maximal element length of one micrometre.

305 Three sub-domains are used to define different materials: halite grain (blue), void space between

306 grains (black), and partly opened pore or fracture in network filled with secondary minerals (green)

307 (Figure 8, right). This classification of course depends on the resolution of CT techniques, where the

308 basis for volume extraction out of CT raw data sets is given by grey value contrasts (Thiemeyer et al.,

309 2013).

310 After excavation, fluid flows predominantly along the grain boundary to the tunnel (Fig. 8, left) in the

311 defined case. Therefore, no flow boundary conditions are assumed on the upper and bottom

312 boundaries. On the left boundary, a high hydraulic pressure (corresponding to the initial pressure)

313 and, on the right side, a low hydraulic pressure, equal to the atmospheric pressure in the tunnel, are

314 defined for microscale modelling (Fig. 8, middle). As initial conditions, a fully water-saturated state is

315 assigned on open grain boundaries and a dry condition within the halite grain.

Initial stress 25 MPa

316

1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1

111ii ;Di

= 35 MPa a3 = 1 5 MPa
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317 Figure 8: Stress conditions after the excavation (left) for microscale (sub-pore scale) modelling

318 (variation 2) — CT-image of a grain boundary structure from Thiemeyer et al. (2015) (middle) and

319 finite element mesh (right).

320 3.2.2 Parameter determination using rule of mixtures

321 Very important but also uncertain is the parameter determination of different material groups. The

322 macroscale parameters are taken from the geotechnical synthetic analysis at the Gorleben site in

323 Northern Germany (Brauer et al., 2011). We assume that the halite solid has a very low permeability

324 (< 10-22 m2) as measured on the dry salt rock and the permeability of the network has a relative high

325 permeability (> 5X10-19 m2), which can be calculated using the cubic law. The permeability of the

326 third group (partly opened pore/fracture filled with secondary minerals) can then be estimated using

327 the rule of mixture.

328 We use generally the rule of mixtures, a weighted mean to calculate various properties of a

329 composite material. From the total flux calculation in case of a flow parallel to the high permeable

330 zone, the hydraulic conductivity of a composite system can be determined as:

331

332

333

Kx x Lx = Kx1 x Lx1+ Kx2 x LxZ + Kx3 x Lx3, where Lx = Lx1+ LxZ + Lx3

Equation 3

334 where K„, is the permeability of the material i (i=1,2,3) and L, is the length (2D) or surface (3D)

335 fraction of the material i perpendicular to the flow direction as weighting functions. From the total

336 strain calculation for an isotropic material, the mechanical Young's modulus of a composite may

337 exhibit a lower bound (Reuss bound) (Reuss, 1929) at:

338

339
E _(fl f2 f3 1

El E2 E3

Equation 4

340 where E, is the E-modulus of the material i (i=1,2,3) and f, is the volume fraction of the material i.

341 Some values are assumed according to the general understanding, e.g. almost zero tensile strength

342 for a grain boundary with inclusions and very low permeability of a halite solid crystal.

343 3.2.3 Numerical models and relationship between permeability and volumetric strain

344 A coupled hydro-mechanical finite element approach (two-phase flow and mechanical deformation)

345 is used for the present study. In this model, solid displacement, gas pressure, and capillary pressure

346 are defined as primary variables. In the simulation, an elasto-plastic model is applied, in which both

347 shear and tensile failure with tension cut-off are considered. The relationship between capillary

348 pressure and water saturation is described by the van Genuchten function, and the approach of

349 Mualem is used for the relative permeability for both gas and water phase. As an important coupling

350 factor, the intrinsic permeability is changed along with mechanical and hydraulic conditions during

351 fluid migration.

352 An empirical relationship between intrinsic permeability and volumetric strain for rock salt is used

353 (Bechtold et al., 2004):

354 k = B • (Evol)C
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355 Equation 5

356 Where B and C are material parameters, which are determined in the dilatant loaded rock salt

357 sample by laboratory experiments and E„l is the volumetric strain from elastic and plastic

358 deformation (Pudewills, 2007).

359 It is well known that microcracks in the immediate near-field of an excavation will be generated after

360 an underground opening. This is because the stress state there after the excavation is above the

361 dilatancy limit (Fig. 7). The orientation of the microcracks is parallel to the tangential direction of the

362 opening, because the radial stress decreases due to stress redistribution. Therefore, the vertically

363 oriented grain boundary (point A in Figure 8 right) exhibits an increase in permeability as expected. In

364 the deep area of an opening (e.g. 3.5 times the radius of the opening), no permeability change is

365 calculated in both variation-6 and variation-4 (Table 1). The permeability of the grain boundary may

366 increase by four to five orders of magnitude, using the empirical approach between permeability and

367 volumetric strain (Equation 5) in the late time (10 years after the excavation) in case of variation-5

368 (Figure 9). At a macroscale, the permeability of the porous medium can increase up to two orders of

369 magnitude. The time-dependent deformation on load confirms the statement that after a sufficiently

370 long time and at already low deviatoric load, irreversible deformation may occur without damaging

371 the material.
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375 Even along a grain boundary, the void space may be not connected for flow to occur because of the

376 presence of secondary minerals or halite rest. Fluid inclusions are originally separated (Figure 10, left)

377 and in an equilibrium state. But, the relatively low tensile strength of the grain boundaries with

378 secondary minerals in comparison with those of halite solid leads to an opening of the pathway

379 under the high fluid pressures in conjunction with the imposed deviatoric stress state. The microscale

380 model result demonstrates how fast (90 seconds in Figure 10) a fluid inclusion can flow through this

381 new pathway because of the high hydraulic gradient (Figure 10, right). The calculated high velocity is

382 a hint for the explanation of the fast pressure build-up measured in situ.
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384 Figure 10: Migration of fluid inclusions (gas saturation) along the grain boundary in the microscale

385 model shortly after the excavation.

386 4 Case 2: Fluid movement due to heating

387 In the post-closure phase of a repository, the stress state will evolve to the initial state due to the

388 creep processes typically seen in rock salt if the used backfill has similar properties as the host rock

389 (e.g. crushed salt). Due to the decay heat of waste, the salt around a waste container will be

390 subjected to a thermal gradient. Due to the solubility difference induced by a temperature gradient,

391 embedded fluid inclusions may move toward or away from a heating source (Figure 3) through

392 differential dissolution/precipitation.

393 For this case, coupled thermal-hydro-chemical processes need to be considered:

394 • Mineral dissolution and precipitation within a fluid inclusion,

395 • Dihedral angle changes of fluid inclusions at grain boundaries,

396 • Thermal deformation,

397 • Induced porosity change, and

398 • Related permeability change.

399 4.1 Mathematical formulation

400 Significant progress has been made in understanding fluid inclusion migration in salt under a thermal

401 gradient (e.g., Willer and Zschätsch 1985, Anthony and Cline 1971, Jenk 1979). A reasonable model

402 should be able to account for the following key features of the phenomenon:

403

404 • A liquid fluid inclusion moves towards a heating source at a velocity linearly proportional to

405 the thermal gradient imposed (Müller and Zschatsch, 1985). Interestingly, it seems that the

406 migration velocity also depends on a mechanical loading (Jenk, 1979). Increasing the

407 mechanical loading enhances migration.

408 • The velocity of inclusion migration also increases with the size of the inclusion, but not linearly

409 (Anthony and Cline, 1971;, Jenk, 1979; Olander et al. 1982). The velocity appears to reach a

410 plateau as the size of the inclusion increases. This plateau seems to shift to a higher value at a

411 higher temperature. This shift becomes more pronounced for small inclusions.

412 • The velocity of fluid inclusion migration increases approximately exponentially with the overall

413 temperature (Jenk, 1979).
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414 • Complex behaviours have been observed for bi-phase inclusions. Liquid-dominated inclusions

415 migrate upward the thermal gradient while vapour-dominated inclusions move downward the

416 gradient. Therefore, there is a bifurcation point in a vapour/liquid ratio for the direction of

417 inclusion movement (Anthony and Cline, 1972; Müller, 1985).

418 • As a fluid inclusion migrates along a thermal gradient, its shape may change, and it may break

419 into smaller inclusions (Yagnik, 1983). Remarkably, at the advancing front of an inclusion,

420 channelling may be developed, indicating morphological instability of the front.

421

422 To account for these features, the following dynamic model for a single fluid inclusion migration in a

423 thermal gradient field can be formulated.

n

424

425 Figure 11: Modelling system for single inclusion migration in a thermal gradient field.

426 The model setup is shown in Figure 11. A liquid-phase fluid inclusion is enclosed in a surface O. We

427 assume that the mass transfer within the inclusion can be described with a molecular diffusion

428 process and that the thermal gradient within the inclusion is approximately identical to the ambient

429 gradient. Within 0, we have:

430

431 
Om 

= D(T0)72m
432

OT
433 — = a

Ox
434

Equation 6

Equation 7

435 where m is the concentration of dissolved salt; D is the diffusion coefficient; T is the temperature; a

436 is the thermal gradient; To is the temperature at the centre of the inclusion; xis the coordinate along

437 the imposed thermal gradient; and t is the time. For simplicity, we assume that the diffusion

438 coefficient D taken at temperature To can apply to the whole inclusion.

439

440 On the inner surface 0, mineral dissolution and precipitation takes place:

441

442 NaC1(s) NaC1(aq)

443

444

445 The mass balance on the surface can be described by:
446

447
448

449
450

Rd = k(Kd — m)

Equation 8

dHr(T 2yVmK

Kd(T,K) = Kd e RT lTo 
RT

Equation 9

451 —DVm • ri = Rd
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452 Equation 10

453 where Rd is the mineral dissolution rate; Kd is the solubility of the mineral and k is the reaction rate

454 constant; To is the temperature at the centre of the inclusion; Kci is the mineral solubility at

455 temperature To; ¿Fir is the enthalpy of the mineral dissolution reaction; yis the surface energy of the

456 solution-salt interface; Vm is the molar volume of the salt; Kis the curvature of the surface; R is the

457 gas constant; and il. is the unit normal vector pointing inward (see Figure 12).

458

459 The evolution of the inclusion surface can be described by the following kinematic equations (Wang

460 and Merino, 1995):

461

462 12(x,y,z) = 0
463 Equation 11

464

465

466
467
468

469

470

öfl
17).0 • V) + at = o

V + 1/0 i = —17„,,RA.

_ Vci
n =

17(21

471 K = —V ' rl,

472

Equation 12

Equation 13

Equation 14

Equation 15

473

474 where 170 is the velocity of fluid inclusion migration, and 17 is the velocity of inclusion surface

475 movement relative to the centre of the inclusion. Equations (6) to (15) constitute a moving boundary

476 problem for single fluid inclusion migration along a thermal gradient. This set of equations can be

477 solved using a level-set method.

478 4.2 Model analysis for inclusions with simple geometries

479 A first-order analysis can be conducted based on the model developed above. For a spherical liquid

480 inclusion with a radius r, and assuming k±:ao, the velocity of inclusion migration under a thermal

481 gradient a can be estimated by:

482

483

484

485

486

487

488

VmDK3AHra -2yVm 
I/0 — e RTor

RT02
Equation 16
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490 Figure 12: Fitting of equation (2-11) to the measured migration velocity as a function of inclusion

491 size. The measurements are taken from Orlander et al. (1981). Here the size of an inclusion is taken

492 to be the width of the inclusion originally reported in Orlander et al. (1981).

493

494 This simple equation can qualitatively explain the following key features experimentally observed:

495 • The model predicts a linear increase in migration velocity with increasing thermal gradient a,

496 as observed (MOHer and Zschätsch 1985).

497 • The model predicts that, as the size of the inclusion increases, the velocity of inclusion

498 migration increases and then approaches a plateau (Figure 13). Also, as the temperature

499 increases, the surface energy yis expected to decrease (Ghanbaradeh et al., 2015), thus

500 shifting the plateau upward. Furthermore, as the size of the inclusion decreases, the migration

501 velocity diminishes. All these predictions are qualitatively consistent with the observations

502 (Anthony and Cline 1971, Jenk 1979; Orlander et al. 1981). This model fitting allows us to

503 estimate the surface tension between brine and salt for different temperatures. It is

504 interesting to note that the values estimated for three temperatures fall on a straight line in a

505 log (surface tension) vs. 1/T plot (Figure 14), indicating that the velocity model given in

506 equation (16) captures the underlying physics of fluid inclusion migration in salt.

507 • Both terms D and Krt) in Equation 16 exponentially increase with temperature. At elevated

508 temperatures, the two terms are expected to take over the term n in the denominator in the

509 equation, leading to an overall exponential increase in migration velocity with temperature

510 (Jenk 1979).

511 • Since the solubility of a mineral depends on the stress to which the mineral is subjected

512 (Wang, 2016), a high mechanical loading results in a higher solubility of the mineral, therefore

513 accelerating inclusion migration (Orlander et al. 1981, Jenk 1979)).

514
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533 (16) to migration velocity measurements (Figure 13).

534

535
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Vapor
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536
537 Figure 14: A simplified representation of a bi-phase fluid inclusion, in which a continuous vapour-

538 liquid conversion takes place along a thermal gradient.

AT
To + 2

539 The migration of biphase vapour-liquid inclusion under a thermal gradient was studied by Anthony

540 and Cline (1971). a simple analysis using equations (6) through (15) can also be performed for bi-

541 phase fluid inclusions. For simplicity, a simple geometry for a fluid inclusion is assumed as shown in

542 Fig.15. The mass continuity equations for both vapour and liquid as well as for the dissolved salt can

543 be described by:

544
545

AHr T

pv(T) = 1012,1e RT Tcp

apv
546 A„D, = A1D113w

dx
547

dm
548 —D — + mV1 = 0

dx
549

Equation 17

Equation 18

Equation 19

550 where pv° is the vapour density at temperature To; pv(T) is the vapour density at temperature T;

551 pwis the density of the liquid; Al-fr is the enthalpy of liquid-vapour phase transition; Av and A1 are

552 the cross section areas of vapour and liquid respectively; Dv is the diffusion coefficient of vapour;
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553 and VI is the local flow velocity of liquid. Assuming that the reaction rate for salt dissolution and

554 precipitation k±:ac,, we obtain the bifurcation point in vapour/liquid volume ratio (f =Av/Ai) for fluid

555 inclusion migration:

556
DAHrp,

557 fc
DvAH (T0)

558
559 Equation 20

560 When f>fethe inclusion tends to move away from the heating surface, while for f < fe the inclusion

561 tends to move upward the thermal gradient.

562

563 In the model analyses presented above, we assume that the dissolution or precipitation of salt is

564 limited by transport. This is a reasonable assumption, based on a general observation that the

565 dissolution of a low-solubility mineral is usually limited by surface kinetics while the dissolution of a

566 high-solubility mineral is limited by transport (i.e., diffusion) (Berner, 1978). Our results show that

567 the model developed based on the fast kinetics seems able to explain all the key features of

568 experimental observations, implying that the effect of reaction kinetics on fluid inclusion migration

569 as discussed by Anthony and Cline (1972) needs to be re-examined.

570

571 4.3 Linear stability analysis of brine-salt interface

572

573 As mentioned above, at the advancing front of an inclusion, channelling may be developed,

574 indicating morphological instability of the front (Figure 15). The mathematical model given in

575 equations (6) through (15) also provides a framework for studying this instability. To do so, we first

576 apply the model to a planar interface, and then introduce an infinitively small perturbation to the

577 interface and see if the perturbation would grow with time. Again, we assume that that the

578 dissolution of salt is limited by diffusion. Using a standard linear stability analysis (Wang and Merino,

579 1995), we can show that the interface between brine and salt under a thermal gradient indeed

580 becomes unstable, leading to fingering or channelling of the interface (a similar result was also

581 obtained by Yagnik 1983). The wave length of the fingering is predicted to be:

582

583

584
585

586 with

587

KdAll, 2KdyVm
1588 =  and 6' =  

RT0 RT0

= 2ir
3,6

cr8

Equation (21)

589

590 That is, the wave length is predicted to decrease with the thermal gradient (a) and the solubility

591 increase of salt by temperature (8) and increase with the surface tension between brine and salt (M.

592

Salt

593

Brine

Inclusion migration

! Brine  I Salt

Channeling
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594 Figure 15: Morphological instability-induced channeling of a migrating brine-salt interface

595

596 Thus, different from the existing models (e.g., Anthony and Cline 1972), the model presented here in

597 equations (6) through (15) provides a unified theoretical framework for predicting individual fluid

598 inclusion migration and morphological evolution of a migrating brine-salt interface. The model

599 relates fluid inclusion migration to a basic set of thermodynamic parameters (e.g., enthalpy, surface

600 tension, etc). The simple expression for inclusion migration, equation (16), obtained from the first

601 order approximation of the model is able to predict the key features of fluid inclusion migration

602 observed in experiments. The result seems to indicate that the effect of interface kinetics (i.e., the

603 finite dissolution rate of salt) may not be important as previously thought (Anthony and Cline 1972).

604 Unlike the previous work (Anthony and Cline 1972), our work suggests that the dependence of

605 inclusion migration velocity on inclusion size may result from the dependence of salt solubility on

606 inclusion size (i.e., the curvature of the brine-salt interface) (Figure 12), thus eliminating a difficulty

607 associated with the previous model (Anthony and Cline 1972, eq. 10) that predicted a unphysical

608 negative migration velocity for small inclusions.

609 4.2 Numerical approaches for migrating fluid inclusions

610 To fully understand migration of individual fluid inclusions, the model formulated in equations (6)

611 through (15) must be solved numerically. For thermo-mechanical (TM) and thermo-hydro-mechanical

612 (THM) analysis of rock salt numerical approaches are available including a variety of constitutive

613 models. We are using OpenGeoSys for TM/THM analysis in the following (e.g. Kolditz et al., 2012;

614 Böttcher et al., 2017, Nagel et al., 2017). Strong permeability contrasts between an impermeable

615 zone and a zone with secondary permeability due to percolation mechanisms or dilatancy-activated

616 grain boundaries can be described by suitably defined local percolation criteria Fperc, e.g. related to

617 classical dilatancy criteria, in the format

618 solve:

619

(T)M

(T)HM

where Fp (or nerc, eff) -

where F-perc(- eff) 0

620 and by enhancing the permeability tensor in a stress-dependent orthotropic manner:

621

622

3

k(a) = k(on(00n(i)

i=1

Equation 21

Equation 22

623 where n(00n(i) are the eigenprojections of the Cauchy stress tensor and the k(i) determine the

624 permeability into the thus defined directions. The movement of fluid inclusions is conceptually

625 different to these existing approaches. Hence, some model extensions are required for their

626 description which will be indicated in the sequel.

627 Fluid inclusions migrate under the influence of temperature gradients and stress fields. The focus

628 here is initially on single-phase liquid inclusions. The problem is addressed at two scales:

629 • On the microscale, fluid inclusions are resolved explicitly and their migration is governed by

630 mechanistic laws (e.g. interface kinetics, transport in phase compartments) similar to the

631 considerations described in Section 4.1. This requires the development of numerical methods

632 which are able to track moving phase interfaces.
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633 • On the macroscale, the migration of a smeared fluid phase is intended to describe the motion

634 of fluid surrounding a disposal cell without explicitly modelling individual inclusions, as

635 indicated in Fig. 4. Evolution/transport laws for a fluid-inclusion phase present in tight rock

636 need to be established, informed by the microscale knowledge, and used to quantify overall

637 fluid influx into caverns.

638 Both on the microscopic and the macroscopic level the analyses will base on a mixture theory/porous

639 media theory approach. Temperature- and pressure-dependent solubilities will be at the heart of

640 modelling the migration of fluid inclusions. For the numerical treatment of such interface problems,

641 OpenGeoSys provides both phase-field methods (Yoshioka et al., 2019; Miao et al., 2019), locally

642 enriched interface elements (Watanabe et al., 2012; Yoshioka et al., 2019), and analysis approaches

643 based on configurational mechanics (Parisio et al. 2017). All the above approaches are suitable to

644 describe interface mass transfer, surface energy and surface tension effects.

645 Macroscopically, an inclusion continuum will be coupled to the deforming rock salt continuum and

646 treated numerically with the finite element method. Temperature and stress gradients may act as

647 driving forces on the kinematics of this inclusion phase.

648 4.2.1 Volume and surface reactions in a porous media framework

649 Consider as an example the mass balance of phase a in a porous body (dissolution and precipitation

650 are here described using volumetric quantities)

651 (Qa)a QadiV Va = Oa with / -Qa = 0

a

652 Equation 23

653 where Qa is the apparent density of phase or constituent a, -va its velocity and Oa the material time

654 derivative following the motion of a. The density production term Oa can be used to describe how

655 much salt is dissolved or precipitated at a point in space in terms of a mass rate per unit volume.

656 Solved on a continuous domain, this allows the simulation of the motion (i.e. redistribution) of a

657 smeared fluid-inclusion phase in a macroscopic sense. The fluid-inclusion phase velocity may be

658 determined directly by correlating it with temperature and stress gradients, for example. As such,

659 this macroscopic model can provide an empirically motivated model for the engineering assessment

660 of the average motion of a distribution of fluid inclusions around an excavation or heater.

661 More mechanistic models may be devised on the microscale. When accounting for moving surfaces,

662 such as on phase boundaries typical for pore-scale considerations (although macroscale phenomena

663 can likewise be addressed), the theory needs to account for sharp phase boundaries and hence

664 needs to be extended by jump balance equations.

665 Again sticking to a mass balance as an example, this jump balance reads (dissolution and

666 precipitation are now described as surface reactions)

667 [Qa(va — -vr)]] • nr = Qa with -Qa = 0

a

668 Equation 24

669 where the jump brackets relate quantities on both sides (+ and -) of an interface I- (interfacial velocity

670 -yr, [•]] = — ey. The density production term -Qa can be used to describe how much salt is

671 dissolved or precipitated at a point located on the phase interface in terms of a mass rate per surface
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672 area. This allows the simulation of the motion of explicit fluid-solid interfaces and hence the

673 evolution of inclusion position and shape.

674 Similar formulations can be derived for the linear momentum balance as well as the energy balance,

675 allowing taking into account surface tension, surface energy, reaction enthalpies, etc.

676 Such extensions are required to capture the size/curvature-dependent behaviour observed in moving

677 fluid inclusions (Anthony et al., 1971; Anthony et al., 1972; Roedder, 1984; Müller and Zschatsch,

678 1985; Müller, 1985).

679 For illustration, consider a simple model of salt dissolution/precipitation of a non-porous salt volume

680 (domain -) in a brine solution (domain +) can be realized by allowing for a = {solid salt, water, solute

681 (dissolved salt)} with

682 Os = —Ou = h[g — 0 r (T, tr o-- lr, ... )1 with Ow = 0

683 Qs = QsR
684 Q F = Qw = ej = 0

685 Equation 25

686 Note that in the case of a dissolving porous material this porous domain would also contain solvent

687 and solute, i.e. Q \—,v, Qu— ~ 0. In that case, volumetric dissolution may additionally be considered by

688 postulating a similar relationship for 'Os as done here for Os. The above model indicates that pressure-

689 and temperature-dependent solubilities are considered via Ouecl(T,tr o-- I F__ ). With the assumption

690 of either well-stirred baths, diffusive mass transport or explicit process calculations, the above model

691 can be used to solve for the interface velocity -yr, see Section 4.1 as well as Ateshian 2011 for more

692 details on such an approach.

693 4.2.2 Numerical methods

694 In Section 4.1, an approach requiring interface tracking in a numerical environment has been

695 presented. In Section 3, grain boundary interfaces were meshed with volumetric elements making it

696 difficult to include anisotropic deformation-dependent permeability (i.e. preferential flow along an

697 interface where the permeability depends on a widening of the interface). In order to provide

698 avenues for future improvements for these two approaches, possible methods for these evolving

699 interface problems available in OpenGeoSys will be briefly described (Lu et al., 2017; Lu et al., 2018).

700 Typically, methods suitable for representing discontinuities/pore-scale phenomena include front-

701 tracking methods, lattice element methods, volume-of-fluid methods, phase-field methods, level-set

702 methods, smoothed particle hydrodynamics, remeshing techniques (r-adaptivity), and others.

703 On the microscale, dissolution/precipitation has been modelled by phase-field approaches (Xu and

704 Meakin, 2008; Xu and Meakin, 2011), level-set methods (Xu et al., 2012) using finite difference

705 schemes, or smoothed particle hydrodynamics (Tartakovsky et al., 2007), among others. Li et al.

706 (2010) studied void migration and growth in irradiated materials using phase-field methods, explicit

707 time integration and Fourier transforms. A multiscale finite element model has been used to study

708 damage evolution in deformed continua by void growth driven by configurational forces on the void's

709 surfaces in (Timmel et al., 2009).

710 Our approach rests on two numerical approaches: phase-field methods and locally enriched finite

711 element approximations. For brevity, we will here only describe the former approach applicable to

712 the problem type discussed in Section 4.1. The locally enriched lower-dimensional interface

713 formulation, on the other hand, is suitable for describing the grain boundary flow processes with

714 deformation-dependent permeability as discussed in Section 3. We refer the reader to Watanabe et
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715 al. (2012) and Yoshioka et al. (2019) for details on the fully coupled hydro-mechanical

716 implementation used. Both numerical formulations rest on an implicit finite element scheme.

717 Phase-field methods are generally based on an order parameter d and can be theoretically founded

718 on a free energy functional formulated as

719 IF = f ip(d, grad d)dfl with ip — Obulk(d) + ipsurf(grad d)
n

720 Equation 26

721 where the free energy density is often additively decomposed into bulk as well as interfacial energy

722 contributions, 1Pbulk (d) and lpsurf(grad d), respectively.

723 Most commonly, the Ansatz lb
T surf(grad d) = -2 

lgrad dl2 is chosen, where E is a regularisation

724 parameter characterizing the width of the phase transition zone providing the process with an

725 internal length scale. This approach can give rise to both standard and extended Cahn-Hilliard and

726 Allen-Cahn (Ginzburg-Landau) equations. Especially in the case of extended theories, a connection to

727 configurational mechanics can be established (Gurtin, 1996;, Miao et al., 2019).

728 In a series of papers on isothermal dissolution/precipitation (Xu and Meakin, 2008; Xu and Meakin,

729 2011), Xu and co-workers implemented the following equations into an explicit finite difference

730 scheme:

ad
731 T —

at 
= E2div grad d + (1 — d2)(d — AO — 6.2 K lgrad dl

ac ad D div grad d — ad

732 —
dt 
= D div grad c + a—

at 
1+ 

k lgrad dl

6.2 (5 -V2D)
733 T = aA D 3 + kE

734 Equation 27

735 The coupling terms between phase field d and concentration field c were derived based on sharp-

736 interface asymptotic analysis (Xu and Meakin, 2008). This model needs to be extended to non-

737 isothermal conditions for the problem class addressed herein by including an energy balance to

738 obtain the temperature field (or by prescribing an external pressure gradient as done in Section 4.1)

739 and temperature-dependent solubilities gq (T) as alluded to above. The integration of the

740 microstructural models described in the previous sections into these numerical frameworks is

741 ongoing work.

742 5 Conclusions

743 Fluid inclusions are found within mineral crystals or along grain boundaries in bedded and domed salt

744 rocks and can migrate in the presence of thermal and hydro-mechanical gradients, as supported by

745 numerous laboratory experiments and field observations. Recent observations with microscopic

746 techniques, e.g. computed tomography scans (CT) or scanning electron microscopy (SEM), provide

747 additional microscale information about the morphology and structure of the composition of such

748 inclusions. Measurements of pressure build-up and outflow from boreholes during underground

749 excavation confirm rapid transport of such inclusions if the initial mechanical, thermal and/or

750 hydraulic states are changed.
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751 Fluid inclusions may migrate against the thermal gradient resulting from heat emitting radioactive

752 waste canisters in a rock salt. Small inclusions from some distance around may migrate towards

753 waste canisters and fluids concentrate there. This fluid transport mechanism can lead to the influx of

754 water into storage cavities and, therefore, affect canister corrosion processes. Likewise, the

755 migration of some inclusions away from the heat source can constitute an additional radionuclide

756 transport mechanism. Process understanding and quantitative estimation of related migration rates

757 and total volumes of fluid are therefore important for the repository design. The present paper

758 compiles existing experimental investigations and - based on this - suggests specific modelling

759 approaches for micro- and macroscale analyses of fluid inclusion migration:

760 • On the microscale, fluid inclusions are resolved explicitly and their migration is governed by

761 mechanistic laws (e.g. interface kinetics, transport in phase compartments, etc.). This requires

762 the development of numerical methods, which are capable of tracking moving phase

763 interfaces.

764 • On the macroscale, the migration of a smeared fluid phase is intended to describe the motion

765 of fluid surrounding a disposal cell without explicitly modelling individual inclusions, i.e. in a

766 form suitable for safety assessment. Evolution laws for a fluid-inclusion phase present in tight

767 rock need to be established, informed by the microscale knowledge where appropriate, and

768 used to quantify overall fluid influx into caverns.

769 The hydro-mechanical boundary conditions for the microscale analysis are taken from the

770 macroscale modelling. The model parameters for the microscale modelling are determined with the

771 help of the rule of mixtures on the basis of laboratory and field measurement results from

772 macroscale. The determining factors for the migration of fluid inclusions include changing stress

773 conditions, hydraulic gradients after excavation, high initial fluid pressure, and the change of material

774 properties. As a result, the permeability of the grain boundary will increase about four to five orders

775 of magnitude according to the empirical permeability-strain model, and possible flow paths will

776 consequently be generated — which was proofed by a numerical experiment (cf. Fig. 10). Therefore,

777 due to the time-dependent deviatoric stress state and the ongoing stress redistribution around the

778 cavity due to the creep behaviour of salt, fluid inclusions with high pressure originally outside of an

779 EDZ (excavation damage zone) may begin to move quickly after a longer period of an open cavity.

780 The model result demonstrates that a fluid inclusion can flow through this new pathway within

781 several seconds as observed in the field measurement.

782 The hypothesis is quite strong and its adequacy should be assessed in more detail in the future.

783 Sensitivity analysis will help to quantify the uncertainty of parameters used in the microscale

784 modelling. However, the estimated permeability increase in the different zones around an opening

785 makes the statement true that individual locally isolated inclusions between grain boundaries can

786 flow out at high velocity under unfavourable hydraulic and mechanical conditions, as it was observed

787 in some boreholes with intensive pressure build-up in the underground facility. Fluid inclusions are

788 important transport mechanisms in tight geological formations, and an integrated experimental and

789 numerical investigation using novel simulation approaches is needed.
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